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This tree was sick.  It was going to  
topple.  

“We must chop this tree,” people  
said.  They got to work and cut it.

What will happen next to the log  
and stump?
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Ask a bug!  Lots of bugs chomp on  
logs and stumps.  Bugs tuck eggs in  
them as well.  What is in the eggs?   
Little bugs!

The eggs hatch.  Then the little  
bugs make thin tunnels.
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This little robin visits logs.  It  
hunts bugs.  It picks them up with its  
bill.  It gobbles them up.

The robin brings bugs back to its  
nest.  Chicks sit in the nest.  They  
grab the bugs.  Yum!
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This cub gobbles up bugs.  It sniffs  
logs as it hunts.  Then it digs up  
the bugs. 

The cub rips the log to bits as it  
digs.  It gets bugs hidden in the  
middle of the log.
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Skunks have made a home in this  
log.  It is a snug den.  The little  
skunks can nap in it.  

When the sun sets, skunks hunt.   
They gobble up bugs, frogs, eggs,  
and bits of plants.
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Pop!  A bobcat kitten!  Where was  
she?  She was in the log.  That is  
where the den is.  A log is a good  
bobcat home.

Bobcat kittens jump and romp on  
the log when they get big.
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Kids can have fun on logs and  
stumps.  They can stand on logs.   
They can jump on stumps.

This kid is on a big log with his  
dog.  He cannot run, but he can go  
with little steps.
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This man will make this log into a  
little ship.  He cuts chunks in its  
middle.  He chips and chops it.  This  
is a big task!

People will sit in the little ship.   
They will paddle it on a pond.
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This is a very big log.  People have  
cut big chunks with an ax.

They left big gaps in the log.   
People can sit in the gaps.  The log is  
a big bench!  It can fit a lot of 
people.  
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This cub is in a stump.  But it will  
not hunt bugs!

People made this cub.  They cut a  
big stump.  Then they made the cub  
black.  You can pat this cub.  It will  
not nip you!
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A cut tree makes a stump  
and a log.  We can make things  
with them.  

People cut a stump to make  
this fish.  Can you spot a bit of  
the stump under it?



Th nk About It
Use details from the book to 
support your answers.

1.  Name three ways that animals 
use logs.

2.  Why did people make gaps in 
the log on page 10? 

3.  Think back to A Good Home. 
Based on the information in 
Tree, Log, Stump, do you think 
a stump is a good home for an 
ant? Why or why not?
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Tree, Log, Stump
Week 5, Book 2

Read with Week 5, Book 1  
A Good Home

Tree, Log, Stump shows 
how animals and people 
can use logs and stumps 

that are left in place.
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